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Abstract: - The proliferation of harmful and unpleasant speech on community medium platforms has underscored the need for 

effective hate speech detection. While recent efforts have focused on refining pre-trained models, this study takes a novel approach by 

emphasizing the integration of content-based and stylistic features. Stylistic features, in particular, play a critical role in hatred speech 

detection. By capturing unique linguistic patterns and characteristics indicative of hateful or offensive language—beyond explicit 

content—these features enhance the discriminatory power of detection systems. In this research, exploration of combined utilization of 

SVM, XGBoost, and Random Forest algorithms on a comprehensive dataset. The results surpass existing methodologies, contributing 

to more effective identification and mitigation of problematic content online. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

Hate communication refers to any type of communication which diminishes with target individuals or gatherings 

based on properties like contest, color, society, sexual orientation, gender, religion, nationality or additional 

distinguishing qualities [1]. With huge amount of content generated by user on platforms like Twitter, 

addressing the identification and prevention of hate speech has become crucial, especially in combating 

misogyny and xenophobia. 

Our goal is to identify potential sources of hate speech on Twitter as a first step towards curbing its spread 

among online users. Twitter guidelines prohibit tweets from making threats or engaging in harassment based on 

ethnicity, gender, religion, or other attributes. Similarly, YouTube restricts content promoting violence or 

hostility towards specific individuals or groups, including age, caste, and disabilities [2]. The surge in online 

information sharing highlights the pressing requirement for automated hatred speech detection. 

Given a diverse hate speech laws globally, the challenge lies in defining boundaries in cyberspace and 

addressing the gap in manual oversight by internet administrators. This proliferation poses a significant 

challenge to policymakers and researchers. Modern developments in NLP technologies encompass spurred 

research into automating hate speech detection in textual content. 

To address the specified problems, the distasteful content classification and hated speech Indo-Aryan Language 

and English introduced three communal tasks across multiple languages [3]. In this study, we specifically 

address the first task in the English language. The challenge involves classifying content into two distinct 

categories: HOF that is Hate or Offensive, which includes content containing hatred speech, unpleasant 

language, or vulgarity, and NOT that is Non Hate or Offensive, which refers to content that, is free from hatred 

speech, profanity and offensive language. 
In this paper, we follow the following structure: First, we discuss previous approaches in the related work 

section (Section 2). Next, Section 3 outlines the backdrop and outlines our projected method. During the section 

4, presents the results and perform a comparison analysis. Lastly, Section 5 contains conclusion of our work.   

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Detecting hate speech presents a significant research challenge, as evidenced by the existing literature 

employing various methodologies, including dictionary-based approaches [4], distributional semantics [5], and 

neural network architectures [6, 7]. However, a significant amount of the proposed research has primarily 

focused on detestation speech detection with English. In contrast, here has been limited scholarly attention to 

other foreign languages [8, 9, 10, 11, 12] in addition to the complexities with the code switching of text [13, 14]. 

Even though with the significant influence of provincial little resource language on online hatred speech, current 
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field remnants moderately uncharted. Current investigations have begun to explore the utility of transformers 

[15] and author profiling using graph neural networks [16]. 
Throughout the history of hate speech detection research, a variety of strategies have been explored. Kwok et al, 

[17] initially experiment by means of a basic bag of words approach but encountered challenges through lofty 

false positive counts. Incorporating additional NLP components like Ngram methods and part of speech tags 

[18] enhanced the presentation of hatred speech uncovering models. Additionally, techniques combining TF-

IDF with Support Vector Machines (SVM) showed promising results [19]. 

The introduction of word embedding’s like GloVe [20] and FastText [21] has significantly advanced hate speech 

detection by mapping text into a latent space, surpassing traditional BOW and lexical methods. Recurrent Neural 

Networks (RNNs), especially a single layer Bidirectional LSTM models using the fast text embedding’s, have 

demonstrated success in discerning hate speech, exemplified by the captivating methodology in 2020 HASOC 

contest for the Hindi [22]. Similarly, LSTM architectures with GloVe embedding’s have proven effective for 

English [23], a trend also supported by Mohtaj et al. [24] using character-based LSTMs. 

More recently, transformer models leveraging self-attention mechanisms [15] and variants like BERT [25], 

trained on extensive corpora, have exhibited superior performance over traditional RNNs across various NLP 

tasks. BERT-like models are well-known for their transfer learning capabilities [26]. 

Regardless of the considerable amount of the study on the hatred speech recognition, studies focused on low 

resource language are still limited. The logistic regression using LASER embedding’s shown better performance 

than BERT models [27], underscoring the necessitate for additional accurate and efficient multi language based 

models. Multilingual language models like XLM-Roberta [28] have gained prominence, and region-specific 

low-resource language models such as MuRIL [29], SinBERT [30], BanglaBERT [31], XLMIndic [32] and 

IndicBERT [33] have emerged. Researchers in [35] conducted a comprehensive study on monolingual versus 

multilingual model performance for cross-lingual hatred speech recognition.  

Preceding edition of HASOC [36, 37] encompass seen substantial efforts to enhance presentation in low 

resource language like Marathi [38] and Hindi [39], among others. In the upcoming section, we will delve into 

our approach, which leverages multiple multi lingual models for identifying hatred speech, and provide a 

comprehensive comparative analysis of these models against alternative methodologies. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

In this, different machine learning based concepts used in the proposed methodology is discussed 

A. Background: 

SVM: 

The primary objective of SVM be toward determine a optimal hyper plane that segregates distinct variations 

within the feature space. In binary classification, this hyper plane acts as the decision boundary that maximizes 

the margin (or distance) between the closest data points from various variations, known as support vectors 

Random Forest Algorithm: 

It is a highly adaptable and potent the ensemble learning technique utilized with both regression and 

classification problems. It falls under the category of bagging ensemble techniques and is renowned for its 

resilience and adaptability when dealing with intricate datasets. Let's delve deeper into the workings of the 

Random Forest algorithm 

XGBoost: 

XGBoost is an ensemble learning technique that constructs a series of weak learners (often decision trees) and 

merges them to form a robust learner. It operates within a gradient boosting framework, progressively building 

models to rectify errors from preceding iterations.  

B. Data Representation:  

TF-IDF: 

We have employed the method TF-IDF that is term frequency with inverse document frequency for assessing of 

topics of every document depends on its contained words. TF-IDF assigns weights to words, measuring 

relevance rather than mere frequency. Specifically, word counts are replaced with TF-IDF scores across the 

entire corpus. Initially, TF-IDF calculates how often words appear within a specific document (term frequency). 

However, common words such as "and,""or," or "the" which appear frequently across all documents are 
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systematically discounted (inverse-document frequency). The rationale is that words appearing in many 

documents provide less value in distinguishing any particular document. This process aims to highlight only the 

frequently occurring and distinctive words as indicators. We generate uni-grams, bi-grams, and tri-grams with a 

given Twitter post’s bag of words illustration. To accommodate potential variations in the content extent 

between the training with test datasets, these features are represented using TF-IDF values. 

Word Embedding’s: 

Word2Vec be the widely used method to generate word embeddings in NLP, originally evolved by 

programmers in Google. This method employs the superficial neural network model for representing vocabulary 

as opaque vectors within a continuous vector space, where vocabulary with like meaning or context are situated 

closer together. 

Global Vector be the representative of Word Representation that is GloVe is a different well-liked method for 

generating vocabulary embeddings in NLP, developed by researchers in Stanford University. GloVe construct 

word embeddings with utilization of global word to word co occurrence information derived with a given text 

corpus. Unlike Word2Vec, GloVe operates by factorizing the word co-occurrence matrix to effectively capture 

statistical relationships between words.  

GloVe embeddings excel in capturing both semantic and syntactic similarities among words, making them 

valuable for plentiful NLP applications like word analogy, sentiment investigation, and machine translation. 

These pre-trained embeddings are often integrated into deep learning models to enhance performance across 

different tasks. GloVe is preferred for its capability to produce high-quality word embeddings grounded in 

comprehensive corpus statistics, enabling precise representations of word meanings and contexts in textual data. 

POS Tagging 

POS tagging represents a foundational task within NLP, involving the assignment of a specific part of speech to 

every word in a given text. These POS tags serve to classify the syntactic role of each word within a sentence, 

encompassing categories such as nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions, pronouns, and 

others. POS tagging be the foundational to understanding the grammatical structure of text and is indispensable 

for building sophisticated NLP systems capable of nuanced language processing and analysis. 

Stylistic Features 

Stylistic features are essential in hate speech detection as they capture distinct linguistic patterns and 

characteristics that signal hateful or offensive language, going beyond explicit content. These features focus on 

elements like writing style, tone, and expression, complementing semantic and contextual features to improve 

detection accuracy.  

Offensive Language and Profanity Detection: Identifying explicit profanity, hate speech terms, slurs, and 

derogatory language based on frequency and intensity, which are strong indicators of hate speech. 

Sentence Structure Analysis: Examining sentence length, complexity, and grammatical irregularities, as hate 

speech often displays simpler structures or unconventional grammar. 

Punctuation and Symbol Usage: Analyzing excessive utilization of punctuation marks like exclamation marks, 

question marks, and symbols (e.g., emojis, emoticons) to gauge emotional intensity or aggression. 

Capitalization Identification: Detecting words or phrases written in all capital letters, which can convey shouting 

or emphasis commonly associated with hateful expression. 

Repetition Detection: Noticing repeated words, phrases, or patterns, which can emphasize hateful rhetoric or 

propaganda. 

C. Anticipated System Architecture 

The anticipated system architecture is presented in Fig. 1.  Initially preprocessing the applied on the tweets. 

Preprocessing is vital in hate speech detection to ready text data for analysis and model training. As part of 

preprocessing, eliminating unnecessary characters like special symbols, emoji’s, URLs, and HTML tags that do 

not aid content analysis. After this, transfer text to lower case for ensuring uniformity in words (e.g., "HATE" 

and "hate" are treated equally). Expanded contractions (e.g., "can't" to "cannot") and replace common 

abbreviations (e.g., "u" to "you").  Finally Identify and remove common stop word vocabulary (e.g., "the", "is", 

"and") that lack significant meaning. 
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Fig. 1 Proposed Architecture 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULT ANALYSIS 

A. Datasets  

HASOC offers a platform and a data challenge to facilitate multilingual research aimed at identifying hatred 

speech and unpleasant data. The details of datasets year wise presented in Table. 1, Table 2 and Table 3. This 

proposed task focusing on for identifying hatred speech and unpleasant language in Hindi, English, and Marathi. 

The proposed sub task A involves coarse grained binary categorization, requiring participating system to 

categorize tweets into two distinct categories: HOF that is Hate or Offensive, which includes content containing 

hatred speech, unpleasant language, or vulgarity, and NOT that is Non Hate or Offensive, which refers to 

content that, is free from hatred speech, profanity and offensive language. 

 They consist of normal statement or content. Utterances that are considered "normal" and non-offensive should 

not be labeled as such, as they may be element of adolescence language or other linguistic register. As part of 

our research we considered only English tweets and combined HASOC 2019, HASOC2020 and HASOC 2021 

Table 1 A Sample of Tweets from HASOC 2019 

Class No. Samples 

HOF 2549 

NOT 4456 

 
Table 2 A Sample of Tweets from HASOC 2020 

Class No. Samples 

HOF 1856 

NOT 1852 

 

Table 3 A Sample of Tweets from HASOC 2021 

Class No. Samples 

HOF 2501 

NOT 1342 

 

B. Implementation Details:  

We have implemented SVM, Random Forest, XGBoost algorithms on content-based features, content-based 

plus stylistic features, context based word embedding’s and content based word embedding’s plus stylistic 

features. We have considered F1-Score as the performance measure. 

Result Analysis and Discussion 

In this section, we have showcased the outcomes achieved using our proposed models. Following that, we have 

assessed the performance of our developed system in comparison to existing systems. 

i) Content-based TFIDF 

We have combined TF-IDF and POS tagging scores and implemented SVM, Random Forest and XGBoost 

algorithms. The f1-scores are presented in Table 4.  We got 78.1 as the highest f1-score for the SVM algorithm  

ii) Content-based TFIDF Plus Stylistic 
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We have combined TF-IDF, POS tagging and stylistic features and implemented SVM, Random Forest and 

XGBoost algorithms. The f1-scores are presented in Table 5.  We got 80.3 as the highest f1-score for the SVM 

algorithm  

iii) Word Embeddings (Word2Vec) 

We have created 300 dimension word embeddings using word2vec and  implemented SVM, Random Forest and 

XGBoost algorithms. The f1-scores are presented in Table 6.  We got 78.8 as the highest f1-score for the SVM 

algorithm  

iv) Word Embeddings (GloVe) 

We have created 200 dimension word embeddings using GloVe and  implemented SVM, Random Forest and 

XGBoost algorithms. The f1-scores are presented in Table 7.  We got 79.2 as the highest f1-score for the SVM 

algorithm. 

Table 4 F1-score(TF-IDF) 

Algorithm F1-score 

SVM 78.1 

Random Forest 77.8 

XGBoost 77.9 

 

Table 5 F1-score(TF-IDF Plus Stylistic) 

Algorithm F1-score 

SVM 80.3 

Random Forest 78.6 

XGBoost 78.8 

 

Table 6 F1-score(Word2Vec) 

Algorithm F1-score 

SVM 78.8 

Random Forest 77.9 

XGBoost 78.4 

Table 7 F1-score(GloVe) 

Algorithm F1-score 

SVM 79.2 

Random Forest 78.7 

XGBoost 78.74 
 

Comparison with Other Works 

We have conducted a comparison between our proposed approach and the results provided by the participating 

systems in the HASOC competition. The methodologies employed for this comparison are detailed below. 

Table 8. Result Comparison 

Algorithm Methodology Macro F1 score 

BERT[] FastText 80.24 

BERT[] BERT Encoder, Character Encoder, Hate 

words Encoder 

80.18 

Magnified TIDS[] TF-IDF 80.13 

BiLSTM Fusion of TF-IDF, BERTweets  80.06 

Proposed work Combined TF-IDF and Stylistic 80.3 

 

TF-IDF assigns weights to words, measuring relevance rather than mere frequency. Stylistic features play a 

crucial role in hate speech detection by capturing unique linguistic patterns and characteristics that are indicative 

of hateful or offensive language. The combined feature vector outperformed the existing works. The stylistic 

features like hate speech terms, capitalization terms and repetitive words played a crucial role in hate speech 

detection 
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V. CONCLUSION 

In this study we have integrated different feature representation methods to predict hate speech. We have 

explored TF-IDF, TF-IDF Plus stylistic, word embedding methods Word2Vec and GloVe. We have trained 

SVM, Random Forest and XGBoost algorithms on those feature representations. Our experimental findings 

demonstrate that incorporating stylistic features alongside TF-IDF scores yields superior performance compared 

to existing approaches. Stylistic features such as hate speech terms, capitalization patterns, and repetitive words 

played a crucial role in the detection of hate speech. 
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